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QUESTION 1

A business analyst creates a scatter plot and wants to save it for reuse by colleagues. The business analyst must
remain the owner of this scatter plot, and should be the only person allowed to make changes. These changes should
be applied automatically to all instances of this visualization. 

Which two actions should the business analyst take to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Copy the scatter plot on every sheet of the app 

B. Add the finished scatter plot to the master items 

C. Copy the scatter plot to the custom objects 

D. Publish the app to the Everyone stream 

E. Publish the finished scatter plot to the hub 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://help.qlik.com/en-US/sense/February2019/Subsystems/Hub/Content/Sense_Hub/
Visualizations/visualizations.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

A manufacturer uses a dashboard for analysis. Users created many bookmarks to simplify their workflow. An
administrator also created some bookmarks in the app based on user feedback. 

The organization needs to republish the app and maintain both the users\\' and administrator\\'s bookmarks. 

Which steps should the business analyst take to meet this requirement? 

A. Duplicate the app in Work Request bookmark owner to publish bookmark Replace the existing app 

B. Duplicate the app in Work Review previous bookmarks Replace the existing published app 

C. Review previous bookmarks Copy the app to a new stream Publish the app in the new stream 

D. Create a duplicate copy of the app Delete the published app Publish the duplicate app 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A hospital has a large number of users who create their own visualizations in Qlik Sense Enterprise. The hospital has
several requirements: Users must be able to create their own visualizations Users can duplicate and modify existing
sheets New visualizations can be shared among the work groups in a governed and controlled way User created
objects and sheets can be included in the base sheets 
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Which three privileges will meet these requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. Users can publish sheets to the Community section 

B. The app owner can promote community sheets to base sheets 

C. Users can promote community sheets to base sheets 

D. Users can replace base sheets with community sheets 

E. Users can copy and modify base sheets 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A business analyst needs to create an app showing sales data. The app requirements are as follows: 

Compare sales for the current year (CY Sales) versus last year (LY Sales) 

CY Sales must always be displayed in blue 

LY Sales must always be displayed in yellow 

Which steps should the business analyst take to meet these requirements? 

A. 1. Create a KPI with two measures, CY Sales and LY Sales 

2. Write an IF expression to set the appropriate colors for each measure 

B. 1. Create CY Sales and LY Sales measures as master items 

2. Write an IF expression to set the appropriate colors for the master items 

C. 1. Create CY Sales and LY Sales measures as master items and set the required color for each measure 

2. Create one KPI from the two master item measures 

D. 1. Create CY Sales and LY Sales measures as master items and set the required color for each measure using
Value colors 

2. Create two gauges, one for each measure and set the color for each appropriately 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A business analyst needs to make a complex pie chart easier to understand. The pie chart shows the total number of
customers by customer type. There are 12 customer types. Some customers do NOT have a type assigned. 
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The business analyst needs to: Show all customers including those without a customer type See the total number of
customers in each customer type 

Which two visualizations could the business analyst use to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Donut 

B. Treemap 

C. KPI 

D. Scatter plot 

E. Bar chart 

Correct Answer: CE 
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